Annex 2
to the Agreement of a Current Bank Account
of a legal entity (its affiliates and representative offices),
an individual entrepreneur, a private notary,
a private legal executive, a lawyer and a professional mediator

APPLICATION for accession
to the Agreement of a current bank account
of a legal entity (its affiliates and representative offices), an individual entrepreneur,
a private notary, a private legal executive, a lawyer and a professional mediator
No____ dated “____” __________20___.

Name
of
the
Client
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ (hereinafter – Client)
BIN/IIN:

Under current account No. ________________ opened in accordance with the Agreement of a Current Account of a legal
entity (its branches and representative offices), an individual entrepreneur, a private notary, a private legal executive, a lawyer and
a professional mediator No. ________________ dated “___” _______________ 20__. (Hereinafter the “Agreement”):
1.

to manage the current account in the limited mode
(the current account is opened for making transactions by a branch or a representative office of the Client – a legal entity);
2. to manage the current account in the transit mode
(to fill in the form “Permanent instruction of the payer” to be provided by the Bank employee );
3.
to accept and recount collected cash with further crediting it to the current account
4.
to make non-cash payments (or) money transfers from the current account by direct debiting of the bank account
In favor of:
Beneficiary’s name_________________________________,
BIN/IIN _____________________,
___________________________________________________________________________________
(Name and details of a document (documents) confirming the money obligation of the Client).
5. to accept payments under the "Quick revenue" system in accordance with the following conditions:

accepting payments for _________(specify name of service and/or goods) is made (mark as necessary):
□ through the Bank's network of branches and their additional premises throughout the Republic of Kazakhstan;
□ ____________________________________ branch of the Bank and additional premises of the branch of the Bank.

commission fee for services rendered is withheld by the Bank (to be noted):
□ from the Payer in the amount of ____% of the accepted payment, but not less than ______(amount in figures)/
______(amount in words) tenge for each accepted payment/ according to the current Bank's rate (unnecessary to
exclude);
□ from the Client in the amount of ____% of the accepted payment, but not less than ______(amount in figures)/
______(amount in words) tenge for each accepted payment;
□ from the Client in the amount of _____% of the accepted payment, but not less than ______(amount in figures)/
______(amount in words) tenge for each accepted payment and from the Payer in the amount of ______(amount in
figures)/ ______(amount in words) tenge for each accepted payment according to the current Bank's rate from each
payment (unnecessary to exclude).

the funds shall be credited to the Client's current account No. ____________opened at the Bank's branch, BIC
___________________, BIN/IIN_______;

information on accepted payments is sent electronically to the Client's e-mail address: ____________________,
daily/ upon the Client's request (unnecessary exclusion);
to start making transfers of payments in favor of the Client within ___ working days from the date of signing of this
Application, taking into account the time necessary for the Bank to set up the systems.
6. (specify necessary):
Change the actual address/residence address:_______________________________________________________________
Change Contact number:_______________________________________________________________________________
Change the E-mail/web-site address:_____________________________________________________________________
Connect/Change Code Word (for audio service) ___________________________________________________________
By signing this Application the Client confirms that this Application is an integral part of the Agreement.

Head __________________________________________
(Surname, Name, Second name (if any))
P.S. (if any)

________________
(signature)
“____” ________ _________ 20__.
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THE BANK’S NOTES
«Jusan Bank» JSC
242 Nursultan Nazarbayev ave., Almaty 050059, Republic of Kazakhstan
BIN 920140000084
IIC KZ48125KZT1001300336 in the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
BIC TSESKZKA, Kbe-14
This Application for accession has been accepted, the Client has been identified as of “____” ________________ 20__.
Front-office executive officer:

________________________
(Surname, Name, Second name)

Head of OD/LESD/AF:

_________________________
(Surname, Name, Second name)

___________________
(signature, seal (if any))

___________________
(signature, seal (if any))

